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CHANGING PERSPECTIVES IN GUYANA'S AGRICULTURE

by

Basil A.T. Phillips
(Economist, GAIBANK, Guyana)

Introductioa

The thrust of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, it looks at the

changes that have taken place in agriculture in Guyana within recent times,

and secondly, based upon this analysis, it assesses the possible directions

that agricultural development in that country may take. Changes in agricul-

ture over the years have indeed been few, in spite of attempts to break away

from the dominance of sugar and rice, and from the heavy concentration of

agricultural activity on the coastal belt of the country.

But a country bent on feeding and clothing itself and beset by

serious balance of payments and foreign exchange problems, cannot afford to

concentrate on two crops, one of which, sugarcane, has what appears to be

far from sweet future. The search is, therefore, on for activities that not

only will make Guyana more self-sufficient in food and fibre but that will

also earn for the country the foreign exchange that it so badly needs, through

either the exportation of fresh farm produce or of processed commodities. In

addition there is, of course, urgent need to find gainful employment for its

inhabitants.

That Guyana has the potential for agricultural development has been

asserted by many observers from time to time. The country is vast in relation

to the rest of the English-speaking Caribbean, with a hinterland that is for

the most part both little explored and sparsely populated.

One wonders, then, why it is that in spite of its much vaunted agri-

cultural potential no significant break-through has yet been made. The

answer to this question is complex and is discussed below. Nevertheless, one

can state here that the important point is that the agricultural sector,

despite the absence of serious natural disasters such as hurricanes and earth-

quakes, faces firstly, problems of ecology that are expensive to modify,

secondly, attitudinal fixations of farmers to modes of life, and thirdly, some
institutional influences that are not easy to eradicate. It is, therefore,

not just a simple process of putting people on land, and attempts at agricul-

tural development must reject the misconception that agricultural development

in Guyana is easy.

Background

Guyana - Its Topography, SoiZs and Climate:

Guyana, the land of waters, lying just north of the Equator, is the

most southerly of the states of the Caribbean Community. Its area is 216,000.

square kilometres (83,000 sq. miles) and this makes it by far the largest

member state, but its population of about 850,000 is less than that of either

Jamaica orb/Trinidad and Tobago. The country may be divided, roughly, from

north to south, into three topographical zones: the flat coastal plain, which
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for the most part lies below sea level; the hilly and undulating sand and
clay belt, and the high mountain region which falls away to the south west
to form the low, gently rolling Rupununi Savannahs.

Generally speaking, the soil types vary with the topography. The
soils of the Coastal Plain are mainly heavy coastal silty or pegassy clays,
difficult both to drain and to irrigate and often characterised by the low
pH and high levels of toxic sodium chloride or sulphides and aluminium. Large
areas on the coast, however, also comprise stretches of alluvial brown sand
or sandy loam much easier to leach, to work and to drain than the clays. The
sand and clay belt, as its name implies, contains thousands of square miles
of white or brown sand with riverain silty and pegassy clays along the river
levees. The mountain region comprises the bulk of the country and lies near
to the coast in the north-west but moves progressively away from the coast
from Punta Playa in the west to the Corentyne River in the east. The mountain
ranges are old, hard, cristaline formations, reputedly rich in precious
minerals, but generally unsuitec' to large scale agricultural development as
much because of the steepness o_ the slopes as the shallowness of soil. There
are, however, scattered among the hills and mountains throughout this
mountainous territory, fertile valleys, which.; though small in relation to
the size of the country, can support considerable agricultural activity. In
fact some of the most fertile soils in the country are found in some of these
valleys and on some of the upland plateaus.

Guyana experiences a climate that is hot and wet. On the coast and
sand and clay belt, the rainfall is bi-modal with the heaviest rains falling
during May to August and November to February. It is true to say, however,
that heavy showers may be experienced at any time during the year with September
and October being the most reliable months for dry spells. Most places in the
Mountain Region experience rain all the year round because of convectional
currents, but rain in this region is also heaviest during May to August and
November to February. The rain-shadcw Rupununi Savannahs experience heavy
rains for only four months, lay to August. For the rest of the year only
occasional showers may be exTpected.

•
Guyana - Its Historic Agricultural Pat7'2rn - Crops:

Cropping in Guyana is dominated by sugarcane and rice. An observer
recently asked this question: Why have sugarcane and rice survived on the
coast while other crops have no -? Answering his own question, he asserted
that they were the only two crops that could survive in the ecolog: of flatland
and heavy clay soils at once difficult to work, and expensive to drain and
irrigate. There may be some truth in the observation though three factors

should be noted:

(a) Even sugarcane is affected by the high water-table that results

from the lowness of the coastal soils. The sugarcane grows well
but sucrdse content in the juice is low and the ratio of the tonnes

cane/tonnes sugar is greater than that for any other Caribbean sugar
producer. Water control works, including keeping out the Ocean,
are very expensive to es .ablish and maintain, and Guyanese sugar

is produced at high cost.
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(b) The coastal sand reefs, which total hundreds of square kilometres,
seem ideally suited to a wide range of crops. At present, however,
only coconuts,some vegetables and cattle occupy these reefs which
only need to be empoldered, to keep the sea out, and drained, to
leach away heavy concentrations of salt, before they can be made to
grow many crops other than rice and sugarcane, especially such crops
as peanuts, onions, carrots and sweet potatoes, that thrive on sandy
barns.

(c) In the past, the coastal plain produced most of .the plantains, bananas
and root crops marketed locally or exported. The high incidence of
praedial larceny has forced many coastal farmers to turn to sugarcane
or, where possible, to rice.

Consequently, most provision crops such as plantains, cassava, eddoes
and yams are grown mainly on the poorly drained soils in riverain areas.
Expansion is restricted by lack of adequate water control, and farmers in some
districts may lose one crop of ground provisions in three, depending on the ,
rainfall pattern and especially on the intensity.

Guyana can be considered adequately supplied by a wide range of green
vegetables, though_since a lot of the cultivation is rain fed, there are
seasonal flows. Despite the accent placed on grain legume production in recent
years, production has not yet increased significantly. Corn production has
not yet nearly regained the heights it reached in 1975, (see Table 1) :and in
fact production, concentrated mainly in riverain areas, still depends largely
on the slash-and-burn system, rather than on systematic cropping, except for
attempts by the CARICOM Project. Peanuts grow well on the brown sands of the
north-west and the Intermediate Savannahs, but production remains low.

Tree crops such as citrus, avocados and coffee are grown mainly in
riverain districts such as the Pomeroon and Moruca and, to a lesser extent,
along the Demerara and Berbice Rivers. These crops, especially avocados and
citrus, also thrive along the hill slopes of the North-West Region, but there
has been no significant increase in production over the years. The pineapple
fruit that promised to do well on the white sands has, for many reasons, not
lived up to expectations and the problem-with this crop will be discussed below.

Guyana - Its Historic Agricultural Patterns - Livestock:

The significant breakthrough made by Guyana in livestock production
over the last 30 years has been in the area of poultry production, with both
meat and eggs being produced in large enough quantities to satisfy local demand.
However, there is still total dependence on imported hatching eggs and protein
concentrates for feed.

Cattle rearing has declined considerably because it has been adversely
affected on the coast by competition from increasing urbanisation, by the
expansion of rice and, to a lesser extent, sugarcane, as well as by rustling.
Serious efforts since 1971 to stimulate beef cattle production have met with
little success, while milk production has not reached anything near to the
quantities that the country needs. It has been established that grass can
grow well under the prevailing humid tropical conditions, but costs of pasture
improvement are high, and scientific cattle rearing is not generally practised.
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Over the years swine production has been affected by periods of glut
when farmers suffer because they have fat hogs which they cannot dispose of
profitably. The industry has been impeded mainly by high feed costs arising
out of the need to import both protein concentrates and energy feeds and by
generally inefficient management.

Goat and sheep rearing have never been important. Infestation from
internal parasites and foot rot, especially 'affecting sheep grown on the wet
lands of the coast, have been the major problems facing sheep and goat rearers.
However, trials in the International Savannahs by the Ministry of Agriculture
and by Guymine indicate that it is possible to make greater use of the drier
areas for small stock development.

The Trend Towards Solving the Problems
Leading to Self-sufficiency

The Need for Self-sufficiency:

On the one hand, Guyana's known oil deposits have yet to be evaluated
and exploited, and on the other hand, the country is without the silver beaches
and clear blue seas that entice tourists. In the result, therefore, Guyana
must rely on agriculture to overcome its balance of payments and foreign
exchange problems, to provide employment for its growing number of unemployed
and to create a base for industrialisation beginning with agro-based industries.
Thus it cannot afford to import the quantities of food it once did. In 1964,
the import of foods comprised more than 30% of total imports. In 1981, it
was just around 10%. Bold steps had been taken between the years to ban food
items either that the country could do without or for which there were locally-
produced alternatives. Farmers were challenged to produce the foods to fill .
the gap created by the bans. The historic review has indicated that the country
is still nowhere near a State of self-sufficiency. It is necessary to remove
the obstacles to production and to provide incentives to farmers. As will be
noted in the discussion below, it is much easier to write about removing
obstacles than actually to remove them.

The Land:

Guyana is an empty country with most of the land still owned by the
State. Unfortunately, much land either still needs very expensive water control
works, or lies in hinterland districts without reliable or cheap transportation
facilities for either inputs or produce. At the same time there are several
thousand hectares of accessible lands, reasonably well drained, which lie unused.
This wasted resource should soon be more fully utilised as the recently
emphasised 'Land-to-the-Tiller' policy is implemented. Under this policy, the
Government will be in a position to distribute all lands, state or privately
owned, not now usefully occupied, to persons who can use them beneficially.
At the same time, three major water control schemes on the coast are being
undertaken - the Mahaica-Mahaicony-Abary Agricultural Development Authority
(MMA-ADA), the Tapakuma Irrigation Project (TIP), ahd the Black Bush Polder
Extension Project (BBPEP).

A problem which has seriously affected cropping, especially since the
increased accent on mechanisation, has been the inaccessibility of crop lands
during the rainy seasons. Farm roads in Guyana are for the most part fair
weather dams churned into almost impassable or completely impassable quagmires
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during the height of the rainy season. This condition is worsened by the

indiscriminate traversing by tractors and combine harvesters. The heavy

toll on machines using or attempting to use such dams is surpassed in cost

to the country's economy by hundreds of hectares of rice and sugarcane that

remain unharvested each year simply because the machines either could not

reach the fields or having reached the fields could not pull the harvested

crops to the mills. The need for all-weather farm roads has been recognised,

but building and maintaining reasonably good roads on poorly drained clays

are extremely expensive exercises.

Settlement programmes have had only limited success in Guyana and

even such present 'successes' like Black Bush Polder had a very slow start.

The high cost of water control and other infrastructural works, makes it

imperative that every family settled on sudh land should make maximum use of

the land and optimal use of the resources put at its disposal. Writing in

1963, some three years after the start of the Black Bush Polder Settlement

Scheme, Rene Dumont, an FAO agricultural development specialist on pages 19

to 20 of his Report to the Government of British Guiana on Planning Agricul-

tural Development pointed out that:

"Mr. Kenneth Berrill, in his interesting 'Report on the British.

Guyana Development Programme 1960-64', page 33, noted; 'The cost

per family settled, both in acreage (17 acres) and in money

(about $2,500.00) is very high ...' what would Mr. Berrill say,

after criticizing a cost of $2,500.00 if he were to learn that

the total cost to the state treasury for installing a family in

the Black Bush Polder amounted to $17,000.00?

"It is,interesting to observe that this figure of $17,000.00 is

also currently reached in Israel. But for that price the settler

receives pressure irrigation facilities operating by sprinkling,

complete drainage, a house, a planted orchard, and working capital.

His annual gross output very quickly reaches a rate much higher

than the $5,000.00 per year necessary to begin making the

operation economically profitable to the country."

Dumont had previously shown that in contrast to the Israeli family, the

average family settled at Black Bush Polder in the early years of the settle-

ment programme earned less than one-quarter of the level which should have

been reached as quickly as possible if the expenditure on the project was to

be recovered.

Dumont noted obvious deficiencies in the efforts at optimising land

use such as the reluctance of farmers really to farm the land 011milher of days

actually spent on the rice plots according to Dumont totalled 38 per year;

over reliance on mechanisation on 15 acre plots, areas much too small for

the effective use of machines; waste of water; untimely application of ferti-

lizers; lack of weed control. These observations deserve close consideration

now especially by those who will be responsible for allocating lands and

their use in the very expensive new .land development schemes. Poor develop-

ing countries like Guyana will only drift backwards if they spend hundreds of

millions of dollars to develop land and then because of lack of forward

planning and of inputs, inadequate extension services, unreliable transportation

facilities and generally ineffective land use allocations, the 
production levels

do not even nearly reach the minimum necessary to make the 
projects pay for
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the operating expenses much less- -fot .-the development .loans which:have -.to-be
-.-repaid with :interest in .scarce. foreign currency.

, Agricultural development in hinterland districts faces. cons Lidrnts
other than those associated with draining the land or working it in the wet
season. The problems here range from -toxicity and droughtiness in the dry
season and the need for some system of irrigation, if farming is not to
become a mere gamble, to inadequate transportation facilities, lack of back-
up_services of any kind, .shortage ,of labour for those _periods when additional
labour may. be required and, as will be pointed out later, inadequate knowledge
of what agricultural activities are best suited to the existing ecological
conditions.

Dumont indicated that land al-location must be suited to the. technique
of operation to be used:

."If the .purpose is the •completely .mechanised cultivation of _rice,
it seem.§, illogical- to-distribute cultivation plots of 15 acres..
per. family,' since they-are much 'too small for this technique.. •

If on the. other hand,. .the..a-i-mLis, to. 'create _small- family farms,
TDn1y i.g.r4du:4 7 3y me  (-12P nised:..L-fati,ni.n9r- system :would.Joe ".

Unfortunately, _ it .W111- iMpossible--to-s-turn badk--.-the. Clock
over-two -decades. One of the problenis that.. has --plagued:the .
industry is mechanisation too ..far and too fast. This point-will -be _developed -
later.

The Black Bush Polder -Rice Farmer was allocated 'six hectares (15 - •
-.acres.) of rice land plus one- hectare..(2 1/2 acres) homestead plot for a. house
and for planting other crops. Some ten years later settlers on the very•
poor white sands along the Soesdyke - Linden. Highway were expected to earn

. a livelihood -from four .hectares .(1.0 _acre). plots while.-remigrants were en-
couraged-to --leave:--their -:jobs in the IThiited.:Kingdom to go .broke on eight •
hectares (20 -acres) of .similarly poor.- soils... When - a very senior member of -
_the -present-government was •told that some of the. plots on- which-.people_were
asked to settle -:were veritable swompS-,-h-e7tensely _remarked: 7..Y.ou _do:--not -.put.. •

-.people on land.: to. have .them 'damned- -forever."
:thrown. -out in .eatnest by •.the then Minister of. Agriculture wiir:be -taken -into
• .more serious :.account when new lands are .distributed. The size,. location -and

-physical condition of -allocated plots must.- give the plot holder a fair
chance of *making a decent -living from the full-time occupation . of. farming.
It should be noted that more and more attention is now being given to the --
level of the farm family's net income and this new perspective is both en-

. couraging and neserving, of encouragement.

The Farmers:

If lands are to be repossessed, and if the large new projects are to
be fully developed, then there must be a corp of enlightened farmers to put
on the land. The most important link in the agricultural chain is indeed the
farmer, who, according to Mosher:

"takes control of this situation, learning to use the' products
of plant and animal life, modifying plants and animals and the
nature of the soil to serve his purposes better."
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The better the job of modifying, the more productive are his efforts.
Unfortunately, agricultural production in Guyana outside of sugarcane and
to some extent rice cultivation and poultry rearing, applies only low levels'
of technology, and recently the Ministry of Agriculture has moved to use
the limited extension staff more effectively by emphasising group rather
than individual methods of introducing farmers to new technology.

Mobilising farmers into groups is not easy. The mistake was made
in the early days of the Co-operative Republic to push the co-operative idea
from above - too hard. Many persons joined the co-op band-magon, ignorant
of the principles of co-operation and co-operativism, and unmindful of their
responsibility towards self-help and mutual-help. Further, groups on many
occasions, lacked any feeling of cohesion or common bond or sense of community,
in as much as many of them comprised a motley assortment of individuals who
were unaware of each other's existence before the groups were established and
who were drawn from districts which were physically several miles apart.
Moreover, the accent in the early days was placed upon the collective type of
group activity, a type which was doomed to failure given the conflicting
interests and motivating forces that impelled the members to join the groups.
Some of these first abortive essays at establishing agricultural groups pro-
moted at times by those who wanted to. give the impression that they were
with the revolution or even at worst by those who saw, through co-operatives,
splendid opportunities of exploiting their fellow comrades, have unfortunately
earned for agricultural co-operatives in the Co-operative Republic a bad name
inspite of such outstanding successes as the Greater Georgetown Fishermen's .
Co-operative Society Ltd., the Wauna Peanut Growers' Marketing Society, several
sugarcane marketing groups and agricultural thrift and credit societies. The
new direction in Guyana is to concentrate on encouraging spontaneous group
action through a greater sense of community, engendered through the operation
of the Local Democratic Organs and the Regional System.

It is clear in any case, that a new, breed of farmers will be required
to take the place of the old if the considerable break-through in agriculture
that is needed in the country is to be initiated and sustained. Far too often
farming has been looked upon as mere drudgery, as an occupation of last resort
for the ne'er-do-well and the retrenched. The success of the poultry rearers
referred to earlier, was due, no doubt, to their entrepreneurship and their
willingness to adapt advanced technology to their productive effort. In his
address to this year's graduands of the Guyana School of Agriculture, the.
Vice President responsible for Agriculture intimated that the Certificate
Course in Agriculture at the School would be reoriented to produce farmers
father than technicians for the Ministry of Agriculture and other agencies
involved in agricultural development. This constituted official recognition
of the fact that farming involves not just brawn, but also brain, and in fact
restated the original intention of the School's Certificate Programme.

Para-military organisations like the Guyana National Service should
also be used more effectively to produce the calibre of farmers needed by
Guyana today. Such institutions can expose the cadres of young people whom
they train, to improved agricultural technology and practices; but they must,
of course, set for themselves the highest standards of technologicarperfection.
Another word of caution here. Farming must be seen by these young people as
an interesting and gainful occupation leading to a rewarding career. They
will not benefit from their exposure if the farm and farm chores are used as
means of punishment through unreasonable military directives imposed by army-
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style drill sergeants who cannot distinguish one end of a hog from the other.

There has been a welcome re-emphasis in recent years on agr:Lcultural
education at the levels of both the primary and secondary schools. This pro-
gramme needs to be strengthened. A former chief of what was then called the
programme of agricultural education in primary schools insisted that while
the school farm at the primary was not in itself aimed at producing
farmers, it had to be at• least three things:

I. A laboratory through which students learn to know, understand and
appreciate living things -- the plants and animals for which they
cared.

2. -A shining example of successful farmipg to which the whole community
cold point, and of which pupils, teachers and the community itself
could be proud. A badly run school farm that produces little except
hard work and weeds is worse than useless since it does mote harm
than good in its attempt to engender an appreciation of the importance
Of a scientific approach to agriculture.

3. In the light of 2 above, it must be a bridge between the school and

the community. Practices learnt at school will be taken home by
the pupils, and parents will develop the habit of visiting the
school farm on open days and school exhibitions, not only to see
what their children have achieved during the year but also to ask,

questions, to pick up new ideas or to purchase new varieties o_-.2
plants or even breeds of livestock introduced by the School.

In 1962, the Rural Youth Programme introduced in 1956 was scrapped,
and it has not yet been replaced even though in the mid '70s the Youth

Division introduced what is called the FCH or Feed, Clothe and House clubs.
This latter programme lacked both the thrust and indeed the full official

support that was afforded the former programme, and soon petered out.

The 1956-62 Farm Youth Programme was based on the American type 4-H

and the English Young Farmers Programmes, and placed a strong emphasis on

leadership training. Its weakness lay in the fact that informal farm pro-

grammes which formed the pivot of the movement were not supported in Guyana

as they were in the USA or Britain, by good farm practices carried on at home

by the members' parents, which participants in the movement could copy. A

revival of the Rural Youth Programme is strongly recommended, but any such

programme should be more closely tailored to fit the needs of a developing

country like Guyana which urgently wants to improve farm technology.

In 1956 the Farm Youth Programme and the Programme of Agricultural

Education in Primary Schools began as parallel but separate programmes

headed by different officers and run by different staffs. The two movements

were later put under the general extension service, but the Farm Youth Pro-

gramme remained separately co-ordinated from the Georgetown Head Office

until 1962, when the movement was completely abandoned. A new Farm Youth

Programme, especially at this time of economic stringency, will operate best

if it is linked to the present schools programme but with greater emphasis

on supervised home projects and on-farm training. The leadership training

aspect that was one of the strong features of the Old Farm Youth Programme

should also be an important part of any new programme.
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Strategies for Accelerating Agricultural Developm&rt

In his recently published book (1981), Three Ways to Spur Agricultural

Growth,' A.F. Mosher prescribes the following:

(a) Commodity Production Programme which he describes as that combination

of activities aimed at making use of opportunities for agricultural

growth arising as a result of:

"a research programmesthat has developed improved technologies:

one or more improved crop varieties, improved pest control or

disease control measures, new cultivation practices or some

combination of these."

(b) Farming - District Projects the objective of which is:

"to exploit fully the total agricultural resources of a geographic

area, while developing methods that could feasibly be applied

much more widely."

Mosher points out the distinction between the Commodity Production

Programmes and the Farming - District Projects:

"Unlike a commodity production programme, a farming - district

project does not limit its attention to just one commodity. Instead,

it seeks to increase total crop and livestock production in the

area, no matter how few or how many crop or livestock enterprises

may be involved. It must, therefore, be concerned with all farming

systems in the district and experiment with improving them and

sometimes with introducing new ones."

(c) Improving the Efficiency of Regular Agricultural Agencies to deal,

more effectively than the transient Commodity Production Programmes

or the Farming - District Projects can:

"with a number of factors bearing on agricultural growth that

require decisions and actions at the national level ensuring

adequate wholesale supplies of fertilizers and other farm

inputs, determining policies regarding farm input and product

prices, adopting tax policies, executing land reform programmes,

and allocating public investment funds among agricultural and

other sectors of the economy, etc."

Mosher warns that without this third activity -- improving the

efficiency of regular agricultural agencies --

"a government is condemned to pursuing important objectives with

inappropriate policies, cumbersome procedures, and inefficient

personnel. And until the performance of agricultural agencies

is improved, resources will be squandered and agricultural growth

will be retarded."

Commodity Production Programmes are not new to Guyana. In fact the

two major crops, sugarcane and rice, have been successful so far mainly

because they have been pushed as special commodities emphasizing the
 four

core activities named by Mosher:
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(a) On-farm testing T.

(b) Technical assistance to farmers by production specialists.

(c) Adaptive research, and

((I) Integrated research and extension.

Other Commodity Production Programmes were, for example, the cabbage
programme of the '60s and much later, in the '70s, the Berbice River Corn
Project, and the Grain-Legume Programme started in 1977. None of these pro-
grammes, with the possible exception of cabbage, reached the level or standard
of Production that was projected. All of them lacked one or more of Mosher's
Core activities. In fact, it may be truer to say that all of them with the
exception of cabbage, lacked (a), (c) and (d). Even the technical assistance
by production specialists depended on a single specialist like Cabbage Benn
or the Berbice River Corn Pusher or the Grain-Legume Coordinator. The success
of the cabbage programme though limited, was due mainly to the intensive
nature of the crop and the fact that on-farm testing and result demonstrations
using only one or two farmers at a time, were the main methods used to intro-
duce the .programme. The limitation lay in the closure of the programme too
early. Farmers learned to grow cabbages, but they have remained satisfied
with low yields. The cabbage is a notoriously heavy feeder but crop. rotation
is hardly ever practised. Pest control would also have been more successful
if the beneficial effects of a rotation system had been demonstrated.

The on-going (1979-1982) Food Crop Production and Marketing Programme
cannot be described as a Commodity Production Programme in the sense of the
term as used by Mosher. It was aimed at encouraging small farmers to produce
traditional food crops except sugarcane, rice, coffee and bananas and con-
centrated on providing credit to the farmers and on the institutional strength-
ening of the credit, extension and marketing agencies involved in the programme.
The credit part of the programme has so far not been successful for several
reasons, among which is the unavailability of inputs to farmers as well as
inadequate marketing arrangements. But on any analysis, this would have been
difficult to introduce for, firstly, the target farmers do not normally apply
chemical inputs; secondly, they do not like to borrow in order to produce
traditional provision crops, and thirdly, the supportive on-farm testing,
.adaptive research, integrated research, extension and technical assistance
to farmers' programmes which would have induced the farmers to adopt new
technologies and to use credit for this purpose, were lacking.

The designers of the proposed second Food Crop Programme, as well as
of the Agricultural Commodities Programme, both of which were prepared earlier
this year, have drawn important lessons from the defects of previous programmes.
In both programmes, for instance, it has been decided that there should be
concentration on the few selected commodities which can best help the country
ease itself as quickly as possible out of its present economic straits.

The Agricultural Commodities Programmes identified the following 14
commodities for accelerated production:

(a) Crops:

1. Grain legumes
2. Peanuts
3. Corn
4. Sorghum
5. Coconut

6. Palm oil
Chilli pepper

8. Pineapple

9. Carambola
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(b) Livestock:

1. Milk
2: Poultry meat

3. Table eggs

4. Beef

5. Pork

The designers of the Second Food Crop Programme have accentuated more

or less the same crops, except that they have included industrial cassava,

grouped onions with chilli peppers as condiments, excluded the oil palm, 
and

included citrus as the main tree crop instead of carambola. What is now

required is to get the programmes moving, by ensuring that a proper pr
ogramme

along lines suggested by Mosher is worked out for each commodity.

One of the problems facing production in Guyana is the shortage and

sometimes ineffective use of technical personnel, despite the fact
 that never

in the history of the country have so many persons at all levels, been

trained in agriculture as were trained over the past ten years
. It is true

that some of those sent on scholarships especially to North America ha
ve

decided to swap their birthrights for the pottage which is so read
ily avail-

able in the developed countries in which they were trained, rather tha
n

return home to face the prospects of penury and privations, forg
etful of the

fact that the rationale behind their being sentabroadwas thattheymight return

and help to relieve the poverty and scarcity at home. Nevertheless, many

have returned home and now serve the country. More careful planning to

receive the newly trained personnel as well as better placement 
and deployment

will ensure that the best use is made of the skills acquired. More frustrations

can be created through bad handling by supervisors of potentially good
 young

material than by the relatively low salaries, and poor working con
ditions

that are inevitable in a non-oil producing country depending on thre
e export

commodities, the two most important of which face difficult overse
as marketing

situations.

Some decision-makers in third world countries do not like the word

research. For them research means years and years before the results of a

research programme can bear fruit. What they need is immediate action to

relieve the acute economic problems currently facing their citizen
s. The

research components comprising on-farm testing, adaptive research, 
integrated

research and extension, do not normally include the kind of basic research

that would take years to discover that what was researched was not feasible

after all. Most Guyanese decision-makers today assert that there is no

point in trying to re-invent the wheel. The problem remains, however, that

adequate use is not made of available technology. One good farmer in a

district may consistently attain good yields, but the mechanism is not set

up to help his neighbours to reach nearly the same levels.

In The Income and Production of Guyana Rural Farm Households.-- an

analysis based on the 1979 Guyana Rural Farm Household Survey by Robert R.

Nathan Associates Inc., it was pointed out that:

"Further research into the factors allowing some farms to produce

higher net incomes is a starting point for program development to im-

prove the lot of Guyanese farmers and the rural sector in general."

What is badly needed now is, that the improvement should take place as
 quickly

as possible.
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At present Guyana seems to have what
 can prove to be a powerful

accelerator of the success of farmin
g -- district projects. The country

has been divided into ten regions, and
 the Regional Democratic Organs ar

e

responsible for the full development of
 their respective regions. In other

words, the emphasis on community deve
lopment is placed more firmly in the

hands of those who stand most to benef
it from such development -- the pe

ople

who live in the communities. Under the system, agricultural exten
sion falls

directly under the control of the 
Regional Councils, with the Extensi

on

Division of the Ministry of Agricult
ure supplying technical guidance to

 the

Regions. All good horses have first to be sad
dled - broken before they can

be of much use, and it is too early t
o say how well the new system will

actually live up to expectations.
 Early mistakes will be made, and i

ndeed,

some of these have already been m
ade. But with this form of institution

al

arrangement, needs at the district 
level can better be identified an

d solutions

found for their satisfaction. Closer coordination of the agenci
es at the

district level can also be achieved
.

One of the disappointments of the ex
isting IDB Food Crop Production an

d

Marketing Programme referred to ear
lier, has been its failure in the 

first

two years to develop the very close 
relationships among the agencies 

involved

in the programme so necessary if the
 programme is to succeed. Recent steps

have been taken to promote a closer te
am spirit, and the planners of th

e pro-

posed second food crop programme ha
ve sought to build more cohesion i

nto the

whole programme by stressing the te
am approach. Each agency must be appre-

ciative of its role as a member of 
the team and of the role of the o

ther members.

The suggested new approach aims at tyi
ng together Mosher's three ways

to spur agricultural growth. While the Commodity Production Pr
ogrammes will

be pushed from the National Level throu
gh the Ministry of Agriculture, 

each

district of each region will sele
ct, with the help of adaptive res

earch, those

activities which seem best suited 
to the ecological conditions. The supportive

agencies co-ordinated both at the
 regional and district levels will 

then work

as a team to see the programme ach
ieve the desired targets and goals.

 •

The relatively disappointing performan
ce of co-operatives in the agri-

cultural sector has already been all
uded to.

A few weeks ago a National Cooperative Union was la
unched as a ter-

tiary body drawing its members from
 the secondary cooperative federa

tions of

the primary societies. Meanwhile, the Ministry for Coope
rative Development

has, like the agricultural extension 
services, been regionalised givi

ng at

once more responsibility and more clo
ut to the regional councils to 

effect

co-operative development at the distr
ict level. It is hoped that farmers

will see the wisdom of solving coope
ratively such serious problems 

that now

face them as marketing, transportati
on, internal water control syste

ms, the

provision and use of access dams and
 the acquisition and distributi

on of

machinery, tools and farm inputs. 
It will be some considerable tim

e before

the farmers will be able to solve all 
or even most of these problem

s, but a

start can be made with the most pre
ssing problem or the strongest 

felt need

in each district. The training programme in coopera
tives at the district

level will have, of course, to be s
tepped up and the members' ap

preciation of.

communal responsibility must be h
eightened through meaningful and 

rewarding

community programmes.
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Specific Agricultural Activities
It will be useful to close a paper like this with a closer if a cluicklook at some of the more important agricultural activities already mentionedas well as at a few areas affecting agricultural development that have notbeen given much attention thus far, namely praedial larceny, credit, marketingand processing.

The Commodities:

Table 2 shows the volume and value of seven important imported fooditems during the period 1978-81. Earlier this year, the Government imposedrestrictions on the importation of edible oil and split peas, while lack offoreign exchange has forced restrictions on the importation of wheat and milkand of corn and protein concentrates for the production of livestock feed.With the reduced volume of feed available to farmers, the hatcheries havealso cut back on the importation of hatching eggs. Peanuts are imported onlyfrom CARICOM Member States. Many commodities had previously been banned, andthe choice of commodities in the Agricultural Commodities Programme, as wellas of the crops in the proposed second Food Crop Programme, has been instructedby the need to fill the Guyanese pots and stomachs with home-grown food.
Sugar:

A visiting consultant once said that if there was a country not suitedto the production of sugar it was Guyana. He was, of course, referring toproblems alluded to earlier in this paper -- the problems associated with abimodal rainfall pattern which in more ways than one affects both the sucrosecontent and the ability to burn, cut and transport the canes to the mills.Costs of production are rising while the price of sugar, facing competitionfrom beet sugar and high fructose sweeteners, will continue to be unreliableunless some new uses are found for sugar and for its by-products. Some by-products are quite promising, for example, gasohol.

Gasohol is not new really. During the last world war owners of motorvehicles in Guyana mixed alkalin, a form of power alcohol, with gasolene inorder to keep their vehicles on the roads. Unfortunately, the war ended,things returned to normal and now some 35 years later most Guyanese do noteven know that power alcohol was in fact once in use in our normal gasoleneengines. But apart from alcohol, and the country seems to be doing well inthe area of beverage alcohol, there are greater uses to which the other by-products can and should be put. Rene Dumont felt that cattle-fattening,using mainly either cane tops or bagasse and molasses, could profitably beundertaken; (the work in Cuba on molasses and urea had not yet been publicised).It is now known that bagasse can be used for making commodities like paperand particle-board. But in Guyana it is used mainly as fuel for the boilersof sugar factories. Can it not be put to a use that will make it more.valuable?

Rice:

Many Guyanese will be surprised by the comment made by Robert R. NathanAssociates in The Income and Production of Guyana Rural Farm Households:.
"Rice farming, on the average, appeared to provide net returns whichwere;! among the lowest of returns among farm enterprises."

•11,
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But the observation is true,
 and increasing the efficiency 

of rice production

must be given greater attentio
n. Rice occupies more hectarage (

acreage) than

sugarcane and uses up more for
eign exchange for each hectare

 of crop under

cultivation. Rice, as indicated earlier, is
 highly mechanised and is a,hig

h

user of foreign exchange. The fields are ploughed by imp
orted tractors using

imported fuel, lubricants an
d spare parts. Irrigation and drainage are eff

ected

by pumping. The crop is sprayed with impo
rted chemicals through import

ed

spraying equipment using impo
rtedfuel if motorized. Imported fertilizers are

applied and the harvest is •
garnered by expensive imported 

combine harvesters.

If such a crop is to contribu
te adequately to the common w

eal then it must

be very efficient. Farmers should set their sigh
ts at 5,000 kilograms per

hectare or rather better tha
n the present average of just 

about 3,000 kilo-

grams. In addition, greater and mo
re effective use should be ma

de of rice

by-products.

Grain Legumes:

The cultivation of this crop
 was pushed in earnest from 1

977 when

•targets like 4,500 tonnes 
(10,000,000 lb.) per year we

re set. The variety

of blackeye peas grown extens
ively in Guyana is Californ

ia No. 5, producing

average yields of around 80
0 kilograms per hectare. This can be considered

a low yield, but the main pro
duction problem lies in the 

fact that one day

of rainfall during the harve
sting period can completely r

uin or severely

reduce the quantity and qual
ity of grains reaped. Farmers caught once or

twice in this way can hardly 
be expected to gamble with s

uch a crop again.

The result has been that produ
ction on any significant sc

ale has been left

mainly to the Guyana Rice Boa
rd, the Other Crops Division

 of the Guyana Sugar

Corporation and the Guyana N
ational Service, all three 

of which are Government-

run enterprises. The case of mung and urid i
s similar, except that here

 the

problem is aggravated by the
 use of varieties that are 

very low-yielding and

that do not permit mechanic
al harvesting because the v

arieties shatter easily.

Work done with the Interna
tional Institute for Co-ope

ration on Agriculture

(IICA) has indicated a few 
other cowpea varieties that

 are at once higher

yielding, less finicky .abo
ut getting wet and, at least

 in one case, more

determinate than blackeye.
 It will be necessary to mou

nt a strong commodity

production programme as so
on as the present kinks, suc

h as availability of

seed, on-farm testing and f
armer acceptance of the new

 varieties, are ironed

out. No serious consumer objectio
n is anticipated.

Peanuts:

This crop can be grown succe
ssfully in several areas 

in Guyana. The

main limitations are variet
y testing for suitability t

o different ecological

conditions, seed build-up a
nd the procurement of soil

 amendments and fertilize
rs

such as gypsum and limestone
. At present, yields are low

 (about 800 kg. per

ha:), but in 1974 farmers in
 the Wauna area were avera

ging 1500 kg per ha.

There seems to be no reason 
why yields of up to 2000 

kg. per ha. cannot be

achieved, if Mosher's quarte
t of core activities is 

consistently applied.

Corn, Maize and Sorghum:

These three crops are take
n together not only bec

ause they belong to

the same graminacae family, b
ut also because of thei

r importance as ingre-

dients for animal feed pro
duction. Corn has been imported

 in large quantities
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(Table 2) while attempts at stimulating local production have not been very

successful (Table 1). Local farmers are assured of a price of around $0.70

per kilogram, but yields are low (about800 kilograms per hectare among the

better farmers) mainly because the old slash-and-burn method still prevails.

GUYSUCO is the only agency that uses commercial methods of production but

mechanisation on the heavy coastal soils has not always been practicable

during rains. Sorghum was tried with promising results at Kibilibiri in

1969 and the early 1970s, .but smut disease and the subsequent closure of th
e

project for other reasons brought an end to commercial production. Gener
ally

it is easier and less costly to produce than corn, and does not attract

praedial larcenists as readily. It seems to be the fodder grain crop of

the future. Corn will be needed in larger quantities as human food, and

greater attention should be paid to increasing efficiency.

_Industrial Cassava:

Production of this crop has so far failed to attract a

good response from farmers who argue that the price paid ($0.24 per kg.) i
s

too low. The truth is that farmers close to the Georgetown markets can get

much higher prices for cassava to be used as fresh food and naturally, d
o

not take cassava to the mills set up for the purpose of processing roo
ts

mainly intoflour for mixing with wheaten flour. Paradoxically but logically,

our temporary inability to import wheat has aggravated the situation
 con-

siderably by forcing up the demand and the price of cassava, the 
latter

sometimes reaching the level of $4.00 per kilogram. But cassava grows well

and easily on many types of soils in Guyana and yields of 40 tonnes
 per

hectare ought not to be uncommon, given the use of higher yieldi
ng varieties

and good husbandry practices under suitable ecological conditions.
 Apart

from its use for human food, the potential for cassava as an energy
 food for

livestock has been established in Europe and other parts of the 
world, and

there seems to be no reason why some cassava should not be grown
 exclusively

for this purpose in Guyana. To this end a local entrepreneur plans to set

up such a production centre in the Intermediate Savannahs up
 the Berbice River.

Edible Oil:

The importation of edible oil has been a drain on foreign e
xchange for

some time now, and hopes that the CARICOM corn and soyabean pr
oject in the .

Intermediate Savannah would have solved the problem having-so far proven
 vain.

Since 1970 proposals were made to set up a solvent extraction 
plant that

would have the ability to extract oil from rice bran, and it 
seems that we

shall soon see such a plant in operation, provided that the prob
lem of con-

trolling the fatty acids is solved.

Recently a drive has been started to rehabilitate our coconut 
groves

which normally are for the most part given little attention by t
heir owners.

Better water control and the control of weeds and pests, the
 regular appli-

cation of fertilizers and more systematic collection of 
nuts are together

expected to increase considerably the production of nut
s, and consequently

oil, from existing groves. In the meantime, the development of the oil palm

under GUYSUCO, so promising in the early '70s is now a
gain being given extra

attention. There are known indigenous but wild oil producing seed plants

and an attempt is now being made to extract oil
 from this source. The problem

here lies in the remoteness of the areas in which
 these wild seeds are found,

the difficulty in collecting them and whether t
he price offered for the nuts

can induce nut collectors to make the collecti
ons on the one hand and the

tAr
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4.1

processors to process the oil profitably on the othe
r.

• Curry Powder:

West Indians on the whole like strongly flavoured. foods. The manufacture

of curry powder has developedin Guyana over the year
s, at first relying

mainly on imported rawmaterials- The chilli peppers and turmeric have

always grown well in this country, but in the case of
 peppers, some manufacturers

complained that the local varieties were not suitable
 and insisted that only

the imported varieties could be used. It has been discovered that the

varieties previously imported can also be grown he
re successfully and a pepper

production programme has been launched. Onions were grown successfully in

Guyana for more than 50 *years but the production w
as never seriously pursued

no doubt because the commodity could have been importe
d rather cheaply. The

ban on the importation of onions has stimulated the pr
oduction of eschallots .

: more than onions, but when a proper commodity pro
duction programme can be .

launched there seems to be little doubt that onion 
production is going -to ,

become much more efficient, popular and rewardin
g than it now is. . Turmeric

processing, rather than production in the .fields
, ,has been our problem. More

exposure and experience will help to overcome th
is,problem in time.

Fruit Production:

The development of: fiu!tprodnctioii±r Giiyana-. has: been -disappointing.

Re.cen-tly aaramb ola production: -was T.-encouraged...and- the -_,response was :so.-- good

that excess.production:.had.:_to- be. dumped until a local -.soft drink bbt-tling

firm began using the concentrated syrup to produce 
-a completely local carbonated-

soft - drink. The history of pineapple production has not b
een happy even -though

ttine4Dples.: thrive. on"inanydi fferent soil types:in Guyana. 
Perhaps because it

is known., to .be. a crop._   can do- well, its -production has .been talcen - _for

granted )Dy-7the' Ilinistry!. of _ Agriculture.. BY. -con.Lt.ast .the -FomentO __Programme

in Puerto._Rico:1').ad7i.n--...-the.'21.60s paid _great attention :±o pineappl
e production

frbm planting 'to weed.'..contrcil:-;t6 _the :inducement of :fruiting out..of.-seas
on and

Ultimately --to- processing. local indifference has 'affected' the devel
op-

ment of the citrus -:industry.- 'Development- has. not hteen-systematicall.y-encouraged

and-today the manufacture': of -,eVen. Guyana .1,imaco
l has -:.to rely On imported lime

oil: -There seems -to be no ,:reason- either why avoca
dos cannot -become more

important, or pawpaws for that matter. •

Livestock:

Guyana has been sel.-sufficient in -poultry, ..me
at, eggs, pork and _pork

products for a number of years. The country has. on .the other hand, been

relatively, _short of beef, :and the local self-suff
iciency in this commodity

has been more apparent than real, keeping the pre
sent equilibrium price at

around $12.00 per kilogram. Fresh milk has never been adequate and the

estimated cost". of importing milk this year using 
the quantities imported in

1981 was more than G$30,000,000. Naturally also, dairy products such as

cheese and butter have had to be imported and 
have been a constant drain on

foreign exchange. The problems facing the livestock industry 
today are

discussed below.

Poultry:

The accent here has been to import hatchi
ng eggs and produce baby chicks

for sale to local poultry rearers. Two local producers held franchises from
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Hi-Line and Shaver, respectively, to operate breeder farms here in order to

produce hatching eggs.

In the first case, the Hi-Line franchise was withdrawn because the

local producer failed to maintain the high standards demanded by the principals.

In the second case the response by local producers to purchasing their baby

chicks from the Shaver franchise holder was not encouraging. Since then there

have been discussions about setting up broiler breeding centres, but so far

nothing tangible has materialised. Another area discussed since the mid-'60s

has been the setting up of a central poultry processing plant. Nothing had

so far been done even though the advantages are obvious. The manufacture of

feeds for poultry and swine has relied heavily on imported raw materials. The

CARICOM corn-soya programme did not produce the protein concentrates expected,

the fish processing plant produces no fish meal, the central poultry processing

plant has not been set up and there is little recovery of blood meal, bone

meal or other slaughterhouse wastes to put into animal feeds. A more determined

effort will have to be made to use what is now thrown away, and the current

economic stringency will hopefully force us to take positive steps to make

fuller use of these important wasted resources, steps so ncessary if our

poultry and swine industries are to survive.

Swine:

Swine production has fluctuated over the years, experiencing not sur-

prisingly its cycles of good years and bad. Production has been traditionally

in the hands of small producers characterised by poor housing, low weaned-

litter rates, high boar-sow ratios and poor feed conversion rates. An attempt

was made in 1974 to alleviate some of the problems by setting up a coop
erative

swine-breeding enterprise at Hopetown-Belair on the west coast of Berbice,

from which members could purchase stock for fattening. The idea was to place

the more difficult part of swine production, that is, breeding, under good

management supervised by the Ministry of Agriculture, encourage small f
armers

in the area to use their limited resources better by concentrating on f
attening

rather than breeding, and so, generally to improve the efficiency of the

industry. But the Hopetown-Belair experiment did not work. Members found it

difficult to breakaway from the traditional habit of breeding their own 
hogs.

In 1979 the Alliance Pig and Poultry Enterprise using parents and gra
ndparents

from the British firm, Walls, was set up as the first really million dol
lar,

swine breeding enterprise in Guyana. GUYMINE, the bauxite company, also keeps

hogs on a large scale and the two enterprises Can satisfy the present local

needs for top quality breeding stock. Guyana should be the main supplier of

pork products to the Eastern Caribbean, but efficiency in swine prod
uction and

in processing will have to improve..

Cattle:

In 1971 the Livestock Development Project was launched with a v
iew to

promoting through supervised credit, properly run commercial ra
nches especially

on the coast. The project did not success, however, mainly because the co-

operative principle as well as on-ranch development was not attracti
ve to

coastal beef cattle rearers for whom such infra-structural develop
ments as

improved pastures, fencing and water control facilities were strange
 terms

and ones for which finances should not be expended. Their rejection was

understandable, exposed as they were to generations of free graz
ing on open

playing fields, access dams and abandoned or even cropped 
rice fields. The

project was salvaged to some extent, by the formation of 
the Livestock De-

velopment Company a private company in which the Govern
ment of Guyana
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holds the majority of shares. The company concentrated at first on beef
production but later started the Moblissa Dairy Project using imported
Holstein cattle which unfortunately did not perform on the hot sandy
pastures of Moblissa. The decision to harden-up the animals by using
hardier breeds and creole crosses should produce the type of animal better
suited to the environment. The experience of the Bel Air Dairy which was,
before the establishment of Moblissa, the only large commercial dairy enter-
prise in the country, has pointed to the wisdom of upgrading dairy cattle
using imported semen on creole stock. Rene Dumont suggested that the keeping
of dairy cattle by farmers at Black Bush Polder should be encouraged. The
truth is that no satisfactory answer has yet been found to the dairy problem.

It had been hoped thatMoblissa could be replicated, but it now seems
clear that the country is not yet ready for the original Moblissa. model
based On 'a .large well run company-farm surrounded.small- indiVidual farms
drawing • technical support • from the larger unit. The Livestock .Development
Company has grown very rapidly over its short life, and it will take some
time beforeitcan.overcome its own problems. The pre-occupation of farmers
who produce-both rice- and - cattleHwith rice during the two plantingand harvest-
ing sessions each year4..may make. them .unkeliable'suppliers of milk_ .It may
be .necessary to create...special dairy/vegetable coMbinations:Aout.care must be
taken- in the selection.. ofTthalarmers and the .locations. ..*

Beef:production seems_to. be:responding somewhat:to .the better -prices
paid for beef arising from the short supply. The high incidence of rustling.
across the border to Brazil and the increase, in the cost ofair freight to

..the coast have more than outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease, affected -Rupununi.
cattle producers who formerly provided rather less_than.2596 of the beef
marketed .in Guyana: There seems.te be-no real answer to_ruStling when piices
across the border are high and there_ are lots of unpoliced points at which
stolen cattle .can cross therivers_ to the other side.: Moreattention should .
be given -.to .beef cattle productithr ..in.-the.-Interi:-:ediate Savannahs where the.
only - substantial ranch _is the one _now Tun- by the Livestock Development -Company
at Ebini.

In 1976 water buffaloes were introduced in the Livestock Development
Company's ranches at Ebini and Mara and at the Government Research Station -
at Mon Repos. The performance at Mon Repos and Mara is good, but .they have.

not done well at Ebini. Buffalo production should be given greaterattention.
than at present.

Marketing, Credit and Processing- and Praedial Larceny
have All Affected Agricultural Development

The Guyana Marketing Corporation - (GMC) never_really -achieve,the aim
of stimulating agricultural production. A recent report on the institution
.has suggested that the GMC should be phased out as a- retailer of all types
of farm produce, since it is only used as a dump for surplus .farm produce
that the hucksters do not buy. Rather, the report felt, it should be the
catalyst to stimulate,through carefully fixed incentive prices and an assured
market, the production of a few selected commodities identified under such

programmes as the Commodities Programme, and it should investigate overseas

markets for local farm produce, feed the available information to the pro-

ductive sector and market the produce as it comes on stream.
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The. Guyana Cooperative Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank

((NUMMI() has expanded considerably since it was established nine years ago,

It provides credit at a relatively low rate of interest to farmers, especially

small farmers, and to industry, including, of course, agri-based industry.

The GAIBANK, however, needs to work within the framework of an agricultural

development programme which does not exist at present. Credit should never

be given in a vacuum and the strengthening of the extension services referred

to earlier should obviate the need for GAIBANK's staff to operate as regular

extension personnel. One other point that should be noted is that credit is

expensive, especially small farmer credit, and there has been a wrong idea

expressed in some quarters that GAIBANK's lending rates are too high. The

truth is that they may not be high enough to ensure that the institution

does not continue to carry a large subvention from the Central Government.

Too cheap credit also may not encourage among farmers the productive efficiency

for which we must continue to strive.

Processing outside of sugar, rice, pig and pig products has been

on a small scale mainly because the projects were either planned on too small

a scale, or, where they were planned on a large scale, as in the case of the

cassava mills, they were not supported by production in the field. It is felt

that processing should be part of a production package on the lines of the

Puerto Rican Fomento Program referred to earlier.

One of-the factors seriously affecting production, especially of food

crops on the coast is praedial larceny. Many provision farmers have turned

to sugarcane farming because they lose a lot of the other food crops which

they grow. Many bunches of plantains are reaped before they attain full size

because the farmers fear that the longer they keep the bunches on the plants

the greater are the chances of loss. The matter will have to be solved by

the communities themselves. Possibly each district or community must discover

for itself and implement measures and systems that will actually work against

the thieves.

Conclusion

Guyana is the only country in the CARICOM group that is a net exporter

of food. True, the food we export comprises mainly sugar and rice, but not

many territories in the group could have taken the bold but necessary step

to ban the importation of several food items which we were brought up to

think we needed without starving to death. Our present economic stringency

has further underscored how far we still are from feeding ourselves, much

less our Caribbean sister states. We have been faced with serious shortages

of what have, through several generations, been basic imported food items -

wheaten flour and milk and milk products.

At a conference of this very Caribbean Agro-Economic Society held in

Georgetown, Guyana, just over seven years ago we discussed at lenght the

importance to those of us who do not produce wheat, of the use of composite

flours. Guyana is so far, the only country in the group that has seriously

attempted, albeit not anywhere near to the 10% scale originally planned, to

combine a home-grown ingredient, cassava flour, and to a much less extent

rice flour, with imported wheaten flour.

Things are going to get a lot rougher for those of us who do not produce

oil. Even our beautiful silver beaches and cool blue waters may not attract

as many tourists' dollars as formerly, simply because the tourists' are also

affected by the present world situation and do not have as many dollars to

bring. In Guyana, we know that we have to strive to feed ourselves or starve,
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and we had signalled our intention to feed, clothe and house ourselves by
1976 before we knew about the oil crisis.

Although this paper has concentrated on the production of food rather
than fibre, it cannot close without reference to the fact that some of the
cotton used by our textile mill is grown by the Guyana National Service at
Kimbia even though here again we have a long way to go before we can be even
nearly self-sufficient.

In our quest for self-sufficiency we have, inevitably, made some
wrong decisions. A few years ago, for example, we diverted time and resources
to the growing of white potatoes. Perhaps we should have concentrated on
improving our production of yams which we were already growing and which
are neither less tasty, versitile nor nutritious than white potatoes. It
is easy to be wise after the fact and some decisions are not at all simple.
Should we, for another example, have concentrated our limited local resources
on the improvement of existing infrastructure such as farm roads or of our
supportive services such as extension and marketing before embarking on
expensive new schemes such as the Mahaica-Mahaicony-Abary Project financed
by loans from abroad?

There will always be more problems than successful solutions, but many
questions will remain unresolved if there is not much closer coordination
among the agencies involved in agriculture. This paper indicates recent
trends towards better integration and proposals for coordination. But these
must not remain proposals. Mosher remarks that:

"the performance of agricultural agencies can frequently be
improved by encouraging new styles of administration - styles
that- xely more on leadership and less on authority."

This question of leadership also points to the leadership role of the
Ministry of Agriculture. In Guyana we have a situation in which important
agencies engaged in agricultural development are not directly under the control
of the Minister of Agriculture who is responsible ultimately for agricultural
policy and agricultural development but does not control the agencies which
are to ensure that policy decisions are translated into'effective programmes.
Closer coordination would be practically achieved with more direct control.

Mosher's introduction to his book so frequently referred to in this
paper takes the form of a letter from an outgoing Minister of Agriculture
to his successor. The letter is too long to be.auoted in full but what he
says about appropriate organisational style is reflected in some of what we
are trying to do in Guyana:

"Much of the way in which our government is organised is a legacy
of our colonial past. During the colonial period, the primary
concerns were maintaining law and order, collecting revenues, and
promoting the production of certain commodities for export to the
metropolitan country. A governmental structure appropriate to
those objectives was 6-,9vised and installed.

"Since gaining independence we have made certain changes, usually
copying organisational patterns from agriculturally more advanced
countries where the geographic structure of agriculture is already
well developed. As a result we do not now have a pattern of
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organisation within the Ministry of Agriculture that is well
designed for our most important current task - promoting
agricultural growth.

"Moreover, day-to-day governmental operations still reflect our
colonial history. In that period a pattern of operations was
devised that made it possible for a few foreign top administrators
to make all policy decisions, with an intricate set of rules and
procedures to keep day-to-day operations in line with those
decisions. We now need a pattern of governmental operations
geared to a rapidly changing society and providing for the
efficient operation of a wide variety of developmental activities,
including a productive set of agricultural support activities.
We need styles of administration and operating procedures that
emphasize creative innovation rather than maintaining the status
quo.

"We have tried to by-pass the inadequacies of operational pro-
cedures by setting up a number of independent agencies outside
the regular agencies of the Ministry. But the time has come
when we should thoroughly revise the organisation and operations
of our regular agencies in ways that will increase their capacity
to meet our current needs."
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Table 1: Guyana: Crop, Livestock and Fishery Production, 1972-1981

Commodity Unit

(Million)
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Crop:

_

Sugar Ton* 315 266 341 300 332 242 325 298 270 301
Rice Ton* 94 97 164 186 102 211 182 142 166 163
Coconut Nut 28.5 27.1 26.4 31.3 32.4 25.2 25.0 35.3 42.2 43.0
Citrus lb. 23 24 22 - 22.5 26.0 24.0 22.8 23.5 24.0
Ground
provision " 44.6 46.8 49.0 51.5 47.1 54.0 62.1 40.0 40.0 40.0

Plantain ii 27.8 24.8 22.0 32.5 30.0 43.0 47.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
Banana it 10.6 10.4 10.2 10.0 11.0 11.0 14.3 11.0 11.0 11.0
Corn T. 6.2 6.6 6.0 12.8 9.5 7.2 4.6 3.7 3.7 1.5
Blackeye peas i. 0.4 0.5 1.8 2.2 1.6 2.4 3.2 2.9 2.9 1.8
Pineapple .. 4.5 4.9 3.0 3.0 3.9 4.2 3.6 4.0 4.1 4.1
Torato ,. 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.7 4.1 5.5 6.3 6.0 6.2 6.5
Peanut i. n.a. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5
Cabbage 11 1.6 1.7 2.0 2.5 2.6 3.1 2.0 1.8 1.9 2.0

Eil)estock:

Beef
Pork

t,

i.
9.6

3.4
9.6
3.1

8.3
2.5

8.5
3.5

8.8
4.9

6.9
5.1

4.1
3.7

3.9
4.0

3.6
3.1

4.6
3.0

Poultry meat II 10.8 12.5 12.5 17.0 20.9 16.3 22.9 23.3 23.0 23.0
Table egg No. . n.a. 28.2 34.9 36.5 56.3 52.9 32.5 52.0 55.9 51.0

Fishery:

Fish lb. 27.0 29.0 36.0 35.0 40.0 41.0 32.0 43.2 39.5 41.1
Shrimp ,, 11.6 12.0 11.5 9.6 11.5 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.1 6.7

Notes: *The unit for Tons is thousand.
n.a. denotes not available

Source: Ministry of Agriculture
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Table 2: Imports of Selected Commodities, Guyana, 1978-1981

CoMmodities . Unit
1978 1979 1980 Jan. - Nov. 1981

Quantity
Value
($1006)

Quantity
Value
W000)

Quantity
Value
($1006

Quantity
Value

($''006)-

Corn '000 t 882.7 431.0 5,813.1 4,172.4 13.7 8,588.2 2.8 3,974.5

Soya bean .
oil kg. 5,000.1 9,780.7 6,727.7 10,899.2 1,633.5 3,389.2 1,726.0 6,535.5

•Milk '000 t 15,620.6 29,420.4 11,312.3 26,234.9 7,885.8 25,669.3 4,383.6 28,824.4

Other
edible oil kl. 243.4 497.3 216.1 . 672.1 109.9 228.5 176.5 475.0

Split peas '000 t 2,822.4 4,031.9 2,800.0 3,499.8 3,161.2 3,866.9 3,609.0 6,516.4

Hatching '000
eggs doz. 879.8 4,456.8 974.6 5,535.2 913.8 5,452.3 810.0 6,750.5

Peanut '000 t .283.5 491.0 112.2 371.1 20.6 68.0 58.0 . 168.6

Meat '000 t 41,084.2 17,452.1 47,391.8 24,110.9 5,721.8 22,575.0 18,947.0 30,310.7

••••

Notes: (i) Milk - includes powdered, evaporated, sweetened, etc.
(ii) Edible oil - includes groundnut oil and crude refined copra oil.

(iii) Wheat - includes meslin.

Source: Revised Draft - Agricultural Commodities Programme, Ministry of Agriculture.
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Editor's Note: This paper was received without detailed footnotes. The

editor apologises for any inconvenience caused.
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